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ABSTRACT 
The ITEMatic system, produced by the SI Handling 
System Co., is a special case of AS/RS. It is used for 
retrieving items with high accuracy and efficiency. The 
general objective of this research is to improve the 
computational algorithms used in the operation and 
management of the ITEMatic system. 
This research is focused on demand and hit rates 
forecasting, theoretical cycle time calculation, and 
slotting policies design. The Double Exponential 
Smoothing method and the time series concept are used to 
forecast the future demand and hit rates and indicate 
their trends. Hopefully, the results of the forecast 
program can provide a tool to help the designer to 
anticipate the dynamic conditions of operating the system 
in the future. 
Since the cycle time of the system is an important 
factor in the operation of the system, a faster and less 
expensive way to get this factor is useful for the system 
designer. In this research, a method to calculate the 
1 
theoretical cycle time of the ITEMatic system is developed 
that can improve decision-making in the system design 
phase. 
currently, SI uses slotting software which is based 
on a single slotting policy (called Class-Based Storage 
Assignment) to determine the locations of items in one 
ITEMatic machine for all cases. Several additional 
slotting policies were developed for different types of 
the ITEMatic systems, (e.g. the ITEMatic system with all 
packages of the same size, the ITEMatic system with high 
turnover distribution, etc.). 
) 
2 
' I 
I 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ITEMatic systems designed by SI Handling Systems 
Inc. in Easton, Pennsylvania are special cases of 
Automated storage and Retrieval Systems (AS/RS). They are 
used to store different packages (different items or the 
same item with different containers) which can be 
automatically and individually retrieved with high 
efficiency and accuracy. This chapter presents an overview 
of the ITEMatic system design, the purpose and scope of 
this research, and the general assumptions about the 
research. 
1.1 THE ITEMATIC SYSTEMS PRODUCED BY 
SI HANDLING SYSTEMS INC. 
As shown in Figures 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4, 
modular-designed ITEMatic systems are composed of five 
integrated components: shelf modules, a carriage module, a 
picking head, a packing station, and a main control panel. 
3 
• Figure 1.1 The l:TEMatic 
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Unit - A unit v,ill consist qf a minimum of one to a maximum '0f six shelf modules; 
Shelf f~~odule - A shelf module consists of 2 shelf sections. 
Shelf Section - A shelf section is 30 inches wide (79 sp:iccs). 
. 
. 
-
' 
Shelf - '" shelf is 30 inches wide, 96 inches long, and is. located on one inch centers vertically. 
Divider - A lane divider is 3/·1 inches wide, 96 inches long, and is located on 3/0 lnch cenlers horizontally, 
Lene length - A lane length· is 96 inches long v,ilh a moximun, capacity of 92 inches of product. 
Picking rlcad - The mechanism used to pick items from the lanL?, · 
-
Front Frame /v\odulc - Nominally 10 feet bctv,cen ball screv1s. 
Picking Conveyor - 1 per unit - raises and lov1c:-s to mcitch shelf height, 
Articulating Conveyor - Delivers fro,n variable helnht nickino conveyor to fixed delivery conveyor, 
~ 
--1 f' 
. 
I 
-~1 
ITEMatic is available in two unit aizea: twenty feat 
long and thirty feet long. the twenty-foot-long ITEMatic 
units contain 4 modules, and 30-foot-long units has 6 
modules. Each shelf module, shown in Figure 1.5, within 
the unit contains vertically-adjustable storage shelves 
with lane dividers and pusher plate assemblies. Lane 
widths range from 3/4 inches to one foot in 3/8 inches 
increments, illustrated in Figure 1.6. 
A carriage module, shown in Figure 1.7, provides the 
means for vertical and horizontal movement needed for the 
picking head, shown in Figure 1.8, to properly align with 
a designated lane. The picking head activates a gear at 
each product-filled lane for drawing the pusher plates 
forward and for advancing the correct number of items from 
the lane onto the conveyor belt. Selected items are 
carried in a continuous flow to the packing station which 
includes a computer-controlled divider for kee~ng orders 
separated. 
The Main Control Panel provides the link between the 
ITEMatic controller and the host computer, and contains 
the pushbuttons, selector switches and status lights 
required for automated picking operations. 
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1.2 OVBRVIBW 0~ ITBMATIC SYSTBJI DBSIGH 
The ITEMatic system design procedure can be divided 
into two stages: pre-sale and post-sale, illustrated in 
Figure 1.9. The pre-sale effort obviously includes 
analysis and design completed prior to the sale of an 
ITEMatic system; broadly, it concerns system sizing and 
pricing for a potential customer. The post-sale effort 
concerns the detailed design of the package arrangement 
in the ITEMatic machine(s). 
The main advantage of the ITEMatic systems is their 
high efficiency in retrieval and reduction of labor cost 
while the chief constraint is in their need for manual 
replenishment. SI management believes that an inordinate 
amount of employee time is required to design an ITEMatic 
system using current methods. Thus, an improvement in the 
worker's productivity is deemed necessary to meet future 
ITEMatic production goals. 
12 
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1.3 PURPOSB ABD SCOPB OP TRB RBSBARCB 
currently, the software used in the ITEMatic system design are sizing software, balancing software, and 
slotting software. The sizing software is used (1) to 
calculate the quantity of each package assigned to the 
system and, (2) to decide how many lines are needed for 
each package by considering the depths of packages and length of the ITEMatic machine. The balancing software is 
used to balance the utilization of each machine in an 
ITEMatic system which includes more than one machine. The function of the slotting software is to assign a position 
to each package assigned to an ITEMatic machine. This 
research has been concentrated on sizing and slotting 
algorithms of one ITEMatic machine. Consideration of 
balancing software was excluded from this research. 
The general objective of this research is to improve 
the computational algorithms used in the operation and 
management of the ITEMatic system. This research will 
help to reduce manual decision-making and to improve 
system efficiency. The specific objectives of the 
research are as follows: 
14 
I 
1. To improve th• calculation method used in the 
aiaing software for the ITEMatio systems. Thia 
involves development of a forecast model to 
provide forecast values for demand rate, hit rate, 
and their trends. According to the newly 
developed forecast program, the system designer 
can then design the system which best fits SI 
customers' future needs. 
2. To develop a cycle time program to evaluate the 
efficiencies of alternative system designs. In 
the storage and retrieval system, cycle time can 
be defined as the time used to complete one order. 
In this research, a cycle time program is 
developed to calculate the theoretical cycle times 
of the systems. 
Currently, SI runs the system controller 
simulation, which takes a long time, to get the 
cycle time for a given configuration of ITEMatic 
system. The theoretical cycle time can help to 
indicate the efficiency of alternative systems and 
eliminate low efficiency systems before running 
the system controller simulation. Hopefully, this 
theoretical cycle time calculation can reduce the 
15 
requirements for running the controller simulation 
and increase the design efficiency of the ITEMatic 
system. 
3. To design improved slotting policies. Slotting 
policies are the rules used to design the slotting 
software on certain criteria (size, demand, etc.) 
insuring the highest efficiency of the system. 
Currently, SI's slotting software is based on a 
single slotting policy, (Class-Based Storage 
Assignment, described in Section 4.1). Usually a 
manual modification is necessary. Using this 
research, the software programmer can develop 
better slotting software by following these newly 
developed policies. Hopefully, the manual 
modification can be reduced. 
16 
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1.4 GBNBRAL ASSUMPTIONS OF TBB RBSBARCB 
The research is based on several general assumptions 
as follows: 
1. The packages that are to be stored in the ITEMatic 
• 
system have already been selected. 
2. The sizes (height, depth and width) of the assigned 
packages are known. 
3. Only one ITEMatic machine is required. 
4. The storage operation of the ITEMatic system is done 
manually. • 
5. The historical data (demand and hit rates) of assigned 
packages are known. Demand rate is the demand of a 
particular package per day. Hit rate is the pick 
frequency for a particular package type per day. In 
other words, hit rate is the frequency with which the 
picking head visits one particular location in the 
ITEMatic machine in one day. Therefore, the demand 
rate is usually larger than the hit rate for a 
particular item. 
" 17 
( 
''• 
. \ 
6. Retrieval requests are served first-come-first-served 
(FCFS). Currently, SI follows the Closest Coordinate 
Location rule to retrieve the packages in the ITEMatic 
system. Following this rule, the picking head of the 
ITEMatic machine moves to the next location having the 
closest coordinate value with that of the picking head 
location. In Figure 1.10, the coordinate system of the 
ITEMatic system is shown. Usually, the Closest 
Coordinate Location rule provides a higher system 
efficiency than FCFS. However, FCFS is reasonable for 
developing a method to calculate the theoretical cycle 
times for the ITEMatic systems. 
7. The system analyzed consists of a single picking head 
serving a single one-sided aisle. 
8. The picking head moves in horizontal and vertical 
directions simultaneously. 
18 
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CBAP1'BR II 
APPLYING TRB ~ORBCAST KODBL TO SOLVB 
'l'HB DBKAND AND BIT RATBS PROBLBMS IN THB ITBKATIC SYS'l'BMS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Currently, the demand and hit rates of a particular 
package in the ITEMatic system are calculated by running 
sizing software. The former is used to decide the 
quantity of each package; the latter the locations of the 
assigned packages in the ITEMatic machine. The method 
used by SI Handling Systems to get demand and hit rates is 
based on historical data and cannot be adapted to the 
possible dynamic conditions in the future. In this 
research, the Exponential Smoothing for a Trend Model (or 
Double Exponential Smoothing Model) presented in Silver 
and Peterson's book[l] is used to improve the current 
model. 
The current model obtains the demand and hit rate 
values by using the two highest average data days in five 
work days for initial values. Then it multiplies them by 
~ .. 
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a growth factor, an estimated value based on the trend of 
historical data, to get temporary results. This step is 
illustrated in Eq. (2.1). 
TR• IV* ( l + GF) (2.1) 
where TR is the temporary result. 
IV is the initial value of the demand rate or hit 
rate for a particular package. 
GF is the growth factor. 
The final step is to add the temporary value to the 
float hours value. This float hours value, the temporary 
value multiplied by float hours and divided by hours per 
shift, is added to account for the overtime operation or 
temporary demand changes of the ITEMatic system. This 
step is illustrated in Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.3). 
F =TR* (FH/SH) (2.2) 
ROQ =TR+ F 
where Fis the float hours value. 
FH is float hours. 
SH is shift hours. 
(2.3) 
ROQ is the replenishment order quantity. 
Because there is not any means to calculate the 
estimated error of the growth factor, this model cannot 
provide good justification for future changes in demand or 
hit rates. An example of this calculation is shown in 
Appendix A.1. 
21 
In thi• research, the forecaating model i• one 
suggested by James R. Frealand[4]. The overall framework 
of the system is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Modification 
of Model 
Historical 
Data 
Mathematical 
Model 
Statistical 
Forecast 
Managerial 
Judgment 
Modified 
· Forecast 
Initialization 
Actual 
Data 
Change 
Parameters 
Forecast 
Monitoring 
(Forecast 
Errors) 
Figure 2.1 The Struqture of a Forecasting System 
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2.2 TBB THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 0~ 
DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING METHOD (D. B. S.) 
DEMAND MODEL: \. .. 
Double Exponential Smoothing is a forecasting model 
·which involves a trend function. The data used in this 
forecasting model as suggested by Silver and Peterson[l], 
follows a time trend shown in the equation given below: 
xt • a + bt + Et (2.4) 
2.2.1 UPDATXNG PROCEDURE 
Double Exponential Smoothing(DES) Model is a natural 
extension of Simple Exponential Smoothing(SES) Model. 
Simple Exponential Model is used for forecasting the 
demands which are stable. In other words, the system 
designer assumes that the changes of the demand in the 
future can be ignored. In the DES model when ''b'' in Eq. 
(2.4) is positive, the demand is expected to increase in 
the future. When ''b'' is equal to zero, the demand is 
23 
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under stable condition just aa SES. When "b" ia negative, 
the demand is expected to decrease. This concept is 
illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
b= + b• 0 b• -
DEMAND • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
TIME 
Figure 2.2 The Product Cycle 
Holt (1957) suggested a procedure for applying this 
concept: 
( 2. 5) 
and 
( 2. 6) 
where rJ. HW and BHW are smoothing constants and HW represent 
Holt-Winters. In 1967, Harrison has shown that the Holt 
procedure minimizes the mean-square forecast error for the 
trend model of Eq. (2.4). 
24 
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In thi• project, Brown'• updating procedure is used 
• to calculate the<:Xiiw and BHW values. Actually, his 
procedure has the intuitively appealing property of being 
derived from minimizing the sum of geometrically weighted 
errors. His updating equations are: 
I (/.. • [l - (1 -o/) 2 ] (2.7) HW 
and 
BHW = 
l - (1 -ol) 2 ( 2. 8) 
, 
where (X is the single smoothing constant. o{ is an 
estimated value and can be calculated by the Eq. (2.9) 
below: 
c,l_, = 2/ (N + 1) (2.9) 
where N is the number of periods in the moving average. 
2.2.2 INITIALIZATION: 
.. 
Typically, the initial values of level(!) and trend 
(b) are ascertained by doing a regular least squares 
regression on some of the historical data available. 
Suppose that there are n periods of data available for 
25 
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initialization. Smoothing will be with th• next period 
after this initial data. Thus we should number the 
historical periods o, -1, -2, -3, ••••••• , -(n - 1) going 
back in time. 
/\ ~ 
In other words, we wish to select a 0 and b 0 
to minimize S, the variance of forecast error. 
where xt is actual value. 
Through the use of calculus one obtains 
6 2(2n - 1) 
n (n + 1) 
A ------0 n (n + 1) 
and 
12 6 
2 
n (n - 1) 
+------
n (n + 1) 
~ xt (2 .10) 
t 
Zxt c2 .11) 
t 
where all the summations range over the integers -(n - 1), 
-(n - 2) , •.••.• , -2, -1, o. 
2.2.3 FORECASTING: 
Because of the underlying model of Eq. (2.4), we know 
that 
(2.12) 
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where 
A 
xt,t+'t • the forecast, made at the end of period t, 
of the forecasting value in period t +'};:. 
Also the forecast, made at the end of period t, of 
cumulative forecasting value from time t (end of period t) 
to time u (end of period u) is 
u - t 
2 -Zea +1> •'t) c2.1J) t,t,u '?= 1 t t 
2.3 THE APPLICATION OF THE DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
MODEL AND TIME SERIES CONCEPT IN THE ITEMATIC SYSTEMS 
DESIGN 
The algorithm of the forecast program used in this 
project follows the D. E. s. model which has been 
discussed above. In addition, the time series concept is 
applied in calculating deviation of the forecast error. 
2.3.1 THE TIME SERIES CONCEPT 
According to statistical theory, when the forecast 
period becomes longer, deviation of the forecast error 
will increase, illustrated in Figure 2.3. Elsayed and 
i 
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Bouchar[2] auggeat a procedure to solve this problem. The 
variance of forecast error without considering time aeries 
is: 
• 
[ A ]2 Xt - X t - 1 ( 2. 14) 
The updating equation is: 
1 1/2 
+ ( 2. 15) 
n 
where rrf is the standard deviation. Tn • T - t 0 in Figure 
2.3, is the number of historical data used for 
calculating level (!) and trend (b) factors and --t = 
f(x) 
• 
.. . 
Time 
T (T +'°l) 
Figure 2.3 Time Series Concept Used in the Forecast Model 
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2.3.2 THB CONFIDENCE PERCEN'l'AGB AND SAPETY STOCK 
Nowtr-f is obtained, but this is not the final result. 
This r:rf has to be modified because the calculation above 
is done with a ''d" (confidence percentage) proportion of 
confidence. A Confidence Factor(td/2 ), based on the 
t-distribution, must be multiplied by{rf in Eq. (2.15). 
This calculation can be shown in Eq. (2.16). 
(2.16) 
where (tc is the updating deviation of the forecast error 
and td/2 can be obtained from at-distribution 
table. 
The safety stock is related to the value of the 
' 
confidence percentage, too. If the user selects a low 
confidence percentage(d), then the Confidence Factor 
(td/2) is a low value too. In this situation, the safety 
stock should be a high value to insure that no shortage 
will occur in the storage system. In this project, a 
linear relationship is used as shown below: 
(2.17) 
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where ss i• the safety stock. 
tTL • (xL) 112, is the deviation of lead time demand. 
p • 1 - d, "d" is confidence percentage. 
2.4 THE RESULTS OF DOUBLE BXPONBNTIAL SMOOTHING FORECAST 
PROGRAM IN THE ITEMATIC PROJECT 
In this project, a PASCAL program is used to 
implement the forecast model and time series concept 
discussed above. The contents of the input file are 
explained in Section 2.4.1 and the forecast program is 
shown in Appendix A.2. In addition, the user should input 
several data from the keyboard, illustrated in Section 
2.4.1. After introducing the input data, the analysis of 
the result will be discussed in this section. 
2.4.1 THE INPUT DATA FOR THE FORECASTING PROGRAM 
For running the forecasting program the user should 
input certain data: 
1. Identification Number (for identifying the package). 
2. Historical Data (Demand and Hit Rates) of Each 
Package. 
30 
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3. Number of Historical Data of Each Package (one fourth 
of the historical data are used to initialize). 
4. Number of Packages (The Number of Packages to Be 
Forecasted). 
5. Number of Periods to Be Forecasted. 
6. Number of Hours Per Shift. 
7. Number of Float Hours Per Shift. 
a. Percentage of Confidence (for Demand Rate only, it 
defaults to .95 for Hit Rate calculation). 
The input data 1 to 3 (in integer) is entered by 
input data file. The others are from the keyboard. In 
Table 2.1, each three-line data records the data of one 
package. The first line includes the identification 
number and the number of historical data of a particular 
package. The second and third lines are the historical 
demand and hit rates data for a particular package. 
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831 20 
34 40 34 36 40 42 46 50 55 49 49 53 63 69 65 67 68 
11 13 12 14 15 16 18 17 20 17 19 21 25 27 24 27 28 
251 20 
25 24 26 23 25 27 28 26 24 27 26 25 23 24 25 24 26 
17 16 18 15 17 17 15 15 17 15 14 14 15 16 15 15 16 
001 20 
88 85 83 80 81 80 79 77 77 75 73 69 70 68 67 65 63 
41 40 41 40 41 39 40 37 38 36 34 34 35 33 33 32 30 
949 20 
30 33 29 35 34 37 35 37 39 38 43 45 42 44 47 49 45 
14 15 14 15 15 16 16 17 16 17 18 18 17 18 20 19 20 
330 20 
83 80 77 79 78 78 75 75 74 71 73 72 70 71 73 71 68 
39 40 39 39 35 33 32 31 32 30 29 27 29 30 30 28 29 
406 20 
50 53 51 50 54 57 55 56 57 60 57 59 63 60 62 61 65 
27 29 26 25 30 33 32 34 35 37 36 35 40 36 37 40 43 
935 20 t 
41 40 38 42 45 44 43 45 47 46 45 48 47 49 48 47 51 
23 21 20 24 27 24 23 26 28 28 26 29 27 30 26 30 30 
230 20 
75 74 72 70 69 69 65 65 64 63 62 62 63 60 58 59 57 
48 46 45 43 42 40 38 37 35 33 30 33 32 31 28 29 27 
002 20 
19 17 21 23 24 27 25 25 29 26 27 28 30 34 31 33 34 
10 10 11 12 12 13 12 11 15 14 13 15 18 18 17 19 20 
003 20 
61 60 63 65 69 67 69 71 71 73 70 72 74 77 76 79 82 
31 28 33 33 35 34 36 38 37 39 35 37 41 45 44 48 51 
Table 2.1 One Example of Data File for the Forecast 
program 
2.4.2 ANALYSIS OF RESULT OF RUNNING THE FORECASTING 
PROGRAM 
65 69 
25 27 
25 24 
15 17 
65 63 
33 31 
47 51 
19 21 
65 64 
27 26 
62 65 
41 42 
54 53 
32 31 
55 53 
25 24 
37 35 
22 20 
80 81 
49 52 
Eight kinds of output are shown in the output file, 
as follows: 
32 
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1. Identification Number. 
2. Historical Data (Includes a. Data for 
Initialization and b. the Data for Modifying Level 
and Trend Factors). 
3. Forecasting Values for Historical Data b above. 
(Data for calculating the deviation of the 
forecasting error). 
4. The Forecasting Values (Demand and Hit Rates) 
Include: 
a. The Forecasting Demand and Hit Rates on the 
Last Day of the Forecasting Period. (FDL and 
FHL in the program). 
b. The Average Forecasting Demand and Hit Rates 
in the Forecasting Periods. (FD and FH in the 
program). 
5. The Deviations of Forecast Error Include: 
a. The Average Deviation of Forecast Error in 
Historical Data. 
b. The Deviation of the Forecasting Values 
(Demand and Hit Rates) on the Last Day of 
Forecasting Periods. (DEL and HEL in the 
program). 
33 
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c. The Average Deviations of the Forecasting 
Values (Demand and Hit Rates) in the 
' . 
Forecasting Periods. (DE and HE in the 
program). 
6. The Forecast Values (Demand and Hit Rates).(FDQU 
and FHQU in the program). 
FDQU =FD+ DE 
FHQU = FH + HE 
7. The Safety Stock. (FDSQ in the program). 
8. The Float Hours Values (Demand and Hit Rates). 
(FNFL in the program). 
9. The Total Values. (FDSU and FHSU in the program). 
FDSU = FDQU + FDSQ + FNFL(D) 
FHSU = FHQU + FNFL(H) 
The final results of running this program are output 
items 7 to 9. An Example of final results of the output 
file of the forecast program is shown in Table 2.2. 
Others results are reference data for the user. Usually, 
when the number of historical data is big enough, the 
accuracy of forecasting values and the deviations of 
forecasting error are very reliable. (Especially the user 
selects high confidence, e.g. 0.95 ). 
34 
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2.5 SUIDIARY 
The forecasting methods are powerful tools for 
Inventory Control and AS/RS analysis. However they are 
meaningful only as they relate to and support decision 
making within the production system. In this research, 
Double Exponential Smoothing Model is used to provide the 
forecasting values of demand and hit rates under dynamic 
conditions. However, it should be mentioned that seasonal 
changes cannot be shown in this model. 
35 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
*************************································· 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 831 
THE CONFIDENCE OF DEMAND BEFORE SAFETY STOCK: 0.9500 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE DEMAND RATE: 98.62 
THE SAFTY STOCK FOR ONE SHIFT: 10.45 
THE FLOUT DEMAND: 27.27 
TOTAL= 136.35 
********************************************************** 
********************************************************** 
I 
*********************************************~************ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 831 
THE DEFAULT CONFIDENCE OF HIT RATE: 0.9500 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE HIT RATE: 48.19 
THE FLOUT HIT RATE: 12.05 
TOTAL: 60.24 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Table 2.2 One Example of the Final Results of the Forecast 
program 
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CHAPTER III 
THB THEORETICAL CYCLE TIME CALCULATION ~OR 
THE ITEMATIC SYSTEMS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Cycle time is an important factor for deciding the 
efficiency of the system. It is a tool used to evaluate 
the efficiencies of an existing system as well as a 
storage policy for a new system in the design phase. It 
has been mentioned before that in a storage and retrieval 
system, the cycle time can be defined as the time used to 
complete one order. In fact, the cycle time of a storage 
and retrieval system determines the material flow capacity 
of the system. When the cycle time of a particular 
storage and retrieval system is low the material flow 
capacity of the system is high. Conversely, when the 
former is high, the latter is low. 
Currently, the ITEMatic system cycle time 
calculation used by SI Handling Systems Inc. is based on 
the results of running the controller of the ITEMatic 
machine. In other words, SI simulates the operating of 
37 
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the newly designed system by observing the controller 
movements in the full scale ITEMatic system at their 
laboratory. 
The main disadvantages of this controller simulation 
are: 
1. In this simulation system, the system designers do not 
use the concept of average value of the number of lines 
per order, i.e. the number of picking head movements 
moving from one location to another in one order. They 
assume that the probabilities of different kinds of 
orders, from one line per order to 100 lines per order, 
are the same. In actual operation of the ITEMatic 
system, this assumption is not true. Usually, based on 
the historical data of the old storage system the 
designer can get the average value of the number of 
lines per order. 
2. The ITEMatic system analyst spends much time on running 
this simulation. Because it is a real time simulation, 
the analyst must wait a long time for the results. It 
is inconvenient for the analyst to compare the cycle 
times under different storage policies. 
38 
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-In thi• research a model auggeatad by 
Goatschaichx[ll] and Francia & White[l2], illustrated 
in Section 3.2.2, is used in a PASCAL program under the 
assumptions, explained in Section 3.2.1. This program 
is expected to overcome the disadvantages shown above 
and operate easily without any extra requirement in 
input data. 
3.2 APPLYING THE CYCLE TIME CONCEPTS TO CALCULATE 
THB THEORETICAL CYCLB TIMES OF THE ITEMatio SYSTEMS 
According to the definition of cycle time for the 
storage and retrieval system mentioned above, the 
composition of cycle time includes load and unload time, 
travel time, and gap time (the time between two orders). 
For establishing the cycle time model for the ITEMatic 
system, it is reasonable to make some assumptions dealing 
with the ITEMatic machine operation, e.g. moving style, 
machine data, etc. After establishing the cycle time 
model of the ITEMatic systems, the algorithm of the cycle 
time program can be developed and the cycle time analysis 
can be done more easily than before. The assumptions for 
this program, the cycle time concepts used in this cycle 
time model, as well as the. input data and results of the 
program are shown in this section. 
/ 
i 
.. 
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3.2.1 TBB ASSUMPTIONS roR 'l'RB CYCLB TIMB CALCULATION POR 
l 
TB~ ITBMATIC SYSTEM DESIGN 
In addition to the general assumptions mentioned in 
Section 1.4, there are six assumptions used to develop the 
cycle time algorithm for the ITEMatic system. Because 
this program can be run only after the locations of 
packages are decided and all of the package data are 
available, I assume that the ITEMatic machine operation 
mechanism, the package data, and the ITEMatic machine data 
are available. These assumptions are given below: 
1. The ITEMatic machine operating data are 
available, illustrated in Appendix B.l. They 
are: 
a. Gap time (time between two orders). 
b. Data Transmission Time. 
c. Time for the pick wheel to engage the divider 
sprocket when travel is complete. 
d. Picking head acceleration and deceleration 
data (in x direction and y direction). 
e. Picking head travel speeds (in x direction 
and y direction). 
40 
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f. The lengths of the coordinate unit of 
ITEMatic machine, illustrated in Figura 3.1 
and Figure 3.2 (in x coordinate and y 
coordinate). 
2. The package data are available. They are: 
a. The identification number. 
b. The coordinate values (x and y coordinates) 
of the start position of a particular 
package. 
c. Number of units (spaces) in the x coordinate 
and they coordinate. 
d. The demand and hit rates. 
e. The depth of each package. 
3. The picking head moves from one position to the 
next position directly with the highest speed 
(except acceleration and deceleration periods) 
(. 
under the speed limit. 
4. The picking head moves smoothly. (This means that 
the picking head operates under acceleration and 
deceleration limits and with a maximum 
acceleration and deceleration distance.) 
5. The average speeds of acceleration and 
deceleration periods are fixed ratios of the 
highest speed of the routes, illustrated in 
Figure 3.3. 
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The movement ot the picking head ot the ITEMatic 
1 
machine can be divided into three stages: the Acceleration 
period, the Constant Speed period and the Deceleration 
period, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
ACCTIME CONSTANT SPEED TIME DECTIME 
.1~ I I Speed ~ ~ ~ •1 I I 
- -- - - I 
- - - _J I I 
- - - -I I 
• Time 
----- is the speed used in this cycle time model 
Figure 3.3 The Moving Mechanism of the Picking Head of 
the ITEMatic Machine. 
• 
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3.2.2 THB CYCLE TIME CONCBPTS USBD IN TBB ITBMATIC SYSTEM 
t 
DESIGN RESEARCH 
The cycle time concepts used in this research are 
based on the definition of cycle time of the storage and 
retrieval system, the characteristics of the ITEMatic 
machine, and the concepts suggested by Goetschaichx[ll] 
and Francis & White[l2]. According to the definition, the 
cycle time of the storage and retrieval system can be 
written as follows: 
CYCLE TIME= LOAD & UNLOAD TIME+ TRAVEL TIME 
+ GAP TIME ( 3 .1) 
In Goetschaichx's book, an equation can be used in 
travel time calculation: 
TRAVEL TIME = Z° f * Ttr (3.2) 
where f is the frequency of a particular item. In other 
words, frequency is the ratio of the hit rate of a 
particular item to the sum of the hit rates of all 
items. 
Ttr is the travel time of a particular item. 
45 
According to SI, TRAVEL TIME includes three 
components. They are the MOVE TIME, the DATA TRANSMISSION 
TIME and the WHEEL ENGAGE TIME, shown in Eq. (3.3). In 
addition, according to the moving mechanism of the picking 
head, which has been discussed in last section, of the 
ITEMatic machine, the MOVE TIME is the sum of ACCELERATION 
TIME, CONSTANT SPEED TIME, and DECELERATION TIME, shown in 
Eq. ( 3. 4) • 
Ttr = MOVE TIME+ DATA TRANSMISSION TIME+ WHEEL ENGAGE 
TIME (3.3) 
MOVE TIME• ACCELERATION TIME+ CONSTANT SPEED TIME+ 
DECELERATION TIME (3.4) 
Therefore, the TRAVEL TIME can be calculated by Eq. (3.5). 
TRAVEL TIME = X f * [ X (ACCTIME + CONSTIME + DECTIME) /N + 
DATA TRANSMISSION TIME+ WHEEL ENGAGE 
TIME] ( 3. 5) 
where ACCTIME is the time used for picking head 
\ 
acceleration movement for a particular item. 
CONSTIME is the time used for picking head constant 
speed movement for a particular item. 
DECTIME is the time used for picking head 
deceleration movement for a particular item. 
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In the ITEMatic ayatem, the LOAD and UNLOAD TIME i• 
equal to RETRIEVAL TIME. RETRIEVAL TIME is the time used 
for retrieving the packages from the ITEMatic machine. 
Since the retrieval speed depends on the depth of each 
package, RETRIEVAL TIME can be calculated by Eq. (3.6). 
(The retrieval wheel of the picking head goes fast when 
the depth of the package is large.) 
RETRIEVAL TIME • Z f • ( DEPTH OF PACKAGE/RETRIEVAL 
SPEED) • (DEMAND RATE/HIT RATE) (3.6) 
where (DEMAND RATE/HIT RATE) is the number of packages 
retrieved from the ITEMatic machine in one order for a 
particular item. 
Cycle time can be calculated by combining Eq. (3.1), 
Eq. ( 3 • 5) , and Eq. ( 3 • 6) • Eq. ( 3 • 7) shows the 
relationship between CYCLE TIME and NO. OF LINES PER 
ORDER. This equation is the final step of the cycle time 
calculation. 
CYCLE TIME= GAP TIME+ (NO. OF LINES PER ORDER) * (TRAVEL 
TIME+ RETRIEVAL TIME) (3.7) 
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3.2.3 INPUT DATA AND RESULTS OP TRB CYCLB TIMI PROGRAM 
FOR THE ITEMATIC SYSTEM DESIGN 
' 
The input data of the cycle time program for the 
ITEMatic system design have been mentioned in the 
assumptions portion of this chapter (Section 3.2.1). They 
are: the ITEMatic machine mechanism data (e.g. the speed 
limits of the picking head, the picking head acceleration 
distance, etc.), and the package characteristic data. The 
ITEMatic machine mechanism data are built into the cycle 
time program, but the user can check them and change them 
easily. The package data can be divided into two parts: 
one data file and one key-in datum. Both of them are 
given as follows: 
The data file includes: 
1. Identification No. 
2. x-coordinate (start) 
3. y-coordinate (start) 
4. x-spaces 
5. y-spaces 
6. Demand Rate 
7. Hit Rate 
a. Depth of the Package 
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In Tabla 3.1 an example of part of an input data file 
ia shown. Each line of the file includes the eight data 
explained above. 
739831 1 1 16 9 21 3.5 1.6 
728251 17 1 12 9 18 3.2 2.4 
000001 29 1 11 9 5 2.5 2.0 
729949 40 1 40 9 2 2.4 4.0 
740330 1 10 11 8 5 4.2 2.0 
754406 12 10 30 8 5 4.3 3.5 
728935 42 10 29 8 4 3.9 6.0 
723230 71 10 9 8 4 3.5 2.0 
000002 1 18 11 6 4 2.5 2.0 
000003 12 18 23 5 3 2.2 4.0 
660368 35 18 34 4 24 5.9 3.2 
731724 69 18 10 4 6 1.7 2.0 
632126 1 24 30 6 46 9.5 2.0 
691832 31 24 13 6 45 8.6 2.4 
684245 44 24 7 6 38 8.2 1.2 
505221 51 24 7 6 31 8.1 1.2 
637608 58 24 13 5 34 8.1 2.4 
692546 71 24 9 5 8 7.4 1.6 
000005 1 30 9 7 13 12.1 2.0 
691330 10 30 21 7 15 11.1 4.0 
740495 31 30 22 7 12 10.3 4.0 
741525 53 30 17 7 20 9.7 2.4 
000006 70 30 10 7 10 9.1 2.0 
660368 1 37 51 4 24 5.9 2.4 
623434 52 37 17 4 5 2.1 2.4 
731414 69 37 10 4 7 1.9 2.0 
662102 1 41 34 6 21 4.2 2.4 
733240 35 41 31 6 4 3.9 4.5 
707202 66 41 13 6 4 2.7 2.4 
725138 1 47 66 7 16 5.6 4.0 
742074 67 47 12 7 7 4.8 2.4 
775967 1 54 24 8 4 3.4 2.4 
711357 25 54 9 8 11 3.1 1.6 
737801 34 54 26 8 4 2.9 5.0 
740324 60 54 11 8 4 2.9 2.0 
Table 3.1 One Example of Part of An Input Data File for 
the Cycle Time Program 
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The only datum which should be input from the key 
board by the user is the average number of lines per 
order. 
Table 3.2 presents an example of the result file of a 
cycle time program. The output provides the following 
information: 
1. The Average Travel Time Per Line. 
2. The Average Retrieval Time Per line. 
3. The Average Number of Lines Per Order. (Given by 
the user.) 
4. The Average Gap Time Per order. 
5. The Cycle Time of the System. 
Appendix B.2 shows the cycle time program for the 
ITEMatic system. The result of this cycle time program is 
close to that of the controller simulation when the number 
of lines per order is small. When the number of lines per 
order is less than five, the difference between the 
results of these two methods, the cycle time calculation 
and the controller simulation, is less than ten percent of 
the result of controller simulation. 
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********************************************************** 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE AVG. TRAVEL TIME PER LINE IS: 2.46 SEC 
THE AVG. RETRIEVAL TIME PER LINE IS: 2.16 SEC 
THE AVG. NUMBER OF LINES PER ORDER IS: 4.00 
THE AVG. GAP TIME PER ORDER IS: 
THE CYCLE TIME OF THIS SYSTEM IS: 
4.70 SEC 
23.21 SEC 
***************•****************************************** 
********************************************************** 
Table 3.2 One Example of the Results of the Cycle Time 
Program 
Since the cycle time program follows the FCFS rule 
and since the SI controller simulation follows the Closest 
Coordinate Location rule, presented in Section 1.4, when 
the number of lines per order is getting larger, the 
difference between the results of these two methods is 
larger, too. So this cycle time program is not used to 
replace the controller simulation, but to reduce the time 
and effort of running the controller simulation. The 
system designer can use the results of the cycle time 
program, which can be obtained much faster than those of 
the controller simulation, to compare the efficiencies of 
the alternative systems based on different slotting 
policies. Then the system designer can run the controller 
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aimulation to determine the beat final solution by 
eliminating the systems for which theoretical cycle time• 
are high. 
3.3 SUMMARY 
The cycle time calculation for a storage and 
retrieval system is a tool used to reduce the time and 
effort expended in running controller simulations. The 
mechanism of the system influences the cycle time 
calculation model directly, so that if the system 
mechanism were improved in the future, the cycle time 
model would need to be modified. 
In this research, we follow the FCFS 
(First-come-first-served) rule, which does not match the 
real situation of the ITEMatic system, so only when the 
number of lines per order is low, can we use the results 
of the cycle time program instead of those of the 
controller simulation. However, the cycle time program is 
still useful when the analyst tries to compare the 
I ' 
efficiencies of different ITEMatic machines which are 
designed for the same packages but based on different 
slotting policies. 
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TBB SLOTTING POLICIES DESIGN FOR THB SLOTTING SOl'TWARB 
USED IN THB ITEMATIC SYSTEMS DESIGN 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
currently, the ITEMatic system designer working for 
SI Handling Systems Inc. runs the slotting software to 
decide the locations of the packages in the ITEMatic 
machine. However, this slotting software is based on a 
single policy (Class-Based Storage Assignment) and this 
makes it diffic11lt to get the highest design efficiency in 
all cases. The Class-Based Storage Assignment includes 
two basic rules: First, the items should be divided into 
several groups based on their demand (or hit) rates. 
Second, the system designer must put the highest demand 
rate group close to the I/0 point, etc. (The locations of 
the items in the same group can be random.) 
After running this software, the system designer must 
evaluate the efficiency of the system by running the 
controller simulation, which has been described 
previously. He or she can then modify the system design 
I 
I 
!' 
I 
• 
.. I 
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manually. Usually, this i• done by exchanging the 
locations of some package shelves to make the system more 
efficient • 
. 
The slotting software controls two operations: the 
SHELVES BUILD operation and the SLOTTING operation. In 
the first operation, the software initially divides the 
packages into several groups in which all packages are of 
the same height. Next, it assigns the packages, which are 
in the same group, to the same shelves. More specifically 
in this step, the packages whose hit rates are close are 
assigned to the same shelf. 
The second operation is the SLOTTING operation. In 
this operation, first the software divides package shelves 
into three classifications based on the sum of the hit 
rates of the packages in each shelf. Second, according to 
the Class-Based Storage Assignment rule, the software 
assigns the highest hit rate classification closest to the 
''HOME'' position which is located at (0010, 35) in the 
ITEMatic coordinate system. Following the same rule, the 
lower hit rate classifications are assigned farther from 
''HOME'' than the highest hit rate classification, etc •• 
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For the convenience of the repleniahment operation, 
the system designer puts the big size shelves in the 
bottom area of the ITEMatic machine, illustrated in Figure 
4.1. In this manual modification, the location of each 
big size shelf is exchanged with the locations of two or 
more normal size shelves. In the slotting software, the 
space utilization in the ITEMatic machine and the location 
assignment for packages are considered simultaneously. 
In order to reduce manual effort, designing the 
slotting policies for different types of the ITEMatic 
systems is necessary. In this research, the ITEMatic 
systems are divided into four types. They are: 
1. the ITEMatic system with all packages of the same size, 
2. the ITEMatic system with some big-size packages, 
3. the ITEMatic system with high turnover distribution, 
4. the normal systems (systems without the above 
conditions). 
Where Turnover Distribution can be represented by 
20/60, 20/70, 20/80, and 20/90, where X/Y means that X 
percent of the highest demand items accounts for Y percent 
of total demand. Low Turnover Distribution means that the 
demands in the system are concentrated on those few items 
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with vary high demand rataa. To design slotting polic 
for each type of systems is one of the objectives of th..,.. 
ITEMatic system design research. 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
HIGH \ MEDIUM \ LOW 
HIT RATE \ HIT RATE \ HIT RATE 
PACKAGES \ PACKAGES \ PACKAGES 
CLASS \ CLASS \ CLASS 
* I I 
"H OME'' I I 
I BBBBBB I 
I I 
BBBBBBBB I I 
I BBBBBBBB I 
BBBBBBBBBB I BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB I BBBBB 
where BBBBB are the big-size packages. 
Figure 4.1 The Slotting Policies Used by SI Currently 
4.2 THE SLOTTING POLICIES DESIGN FOR THE ITEMATIC 
SYSTEMS DESIGN 
Some slotting policies (or models), such as Random 
Storage Assignment, Class-Based Storage Assignment, Full 
Turnover-based Storage Assignment, Shared Storage 
Policies, among others, were studied for general AS/R~. 
Some of the papers dealing with this subject were 
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conaulted for thi• research ([11], [15], [16], [17], [18], 
[19]). However, the ITEMatic system is a special case or 
AS/RS. Some of the assumptions used in the general AS/RS 
are not applicable for the ITEMatic system (e.g. all the 
item are of the same size, automated replenishment, etc.) 
Therefore, some modification is needed for creating the 
slotting policies for the ITEMatic systems based on the 
policies designed for the general AS/RS. 
As mentioned in Section 1.3, the slotting policies 
are the rules which are used to design the slotting 
software based on certain criteria (size, demand, etc.) 
insuring the highest efficiency of the system. The 
function of slotting software is to assign a position to 
each package assigned to an 1 ITEMatic machine. 
In this section, four types of ITEMatic systems based 
on the features of the packages stored in the ITEMatic 
machine are discussed. 
. '~ 
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4.2.1 '1'BB SLOTTING POLICIB8 DESIGN JIOR TBB ITBMATIC 
SYSTEMS IN WRICH ALL THE PACKAGES ARE OF THE SAKB 
SIZE 
In the history of the ITEMatic systems design, there 
are some cases in which all the packages in one ITEMatic 
system are of the same size (e.g. contact lens products). 
Variations in package sizes are one of the main 
constraints (in terms of machine space utilization as well 
as slotting algorithm) of the ITEMatic systems design. If 
all packages in one particular ITEMatic system are of the 
same size, an improved slotting algorithm for this special 
case can be developed. 
• 
Graves, Hausman, and Schwarz's[l5] paper, 
Storage-retrieval Interleaving in Automatic Warehousing 
Systems, shows that if the sizes of all items in one 
system are the same and the turnover distribution of the 
system is low, then Full Turnover-Based Storage Assignment 
is the way to get the highest system efficiency. 
According to the Full Turnover-Based Storage Assignment 
rule, the item with highest demand rate (or hit rate) is 
assigned to the location closest to the I/0 point. The 
next highest demand rate (or hit rate) item is assigned to 
the next closest location to the I/0 point, etc •• 
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Applying the same concept to the ITEMatic system 
design, a different slotting software algorithm should be 
designed to get the highest system efficiency for the 
systems in which all the packages are of the same size. 
The new rules for this special case are: 
* The locations of packages are decided by following the 
Full Turnover-Based rule, explained above. According to 
. 
this rule, no classification is necessary and this is 
the difference between this rule and the Class-Based 
Storage Assignment rule. 
* It is unnecessary to build the shelves before assigning 
the packages to the system. This means that the first 
operation (SHELVES BUILD operation) of the slotting 
software can be ignored. The reason for this is that 
the Full Turnover-Based Storage Assignment assigns the 
packages by considering the hit rate of each package 
individually, not by considering that of each shelf. 
* The space utilization in the ITEMatic machine should be 
maximized. Because the size of the packages are the 
same, maximum space utilization is easy to calculate. 
·--+ 
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However, the software designer should avoid slotting one 
particular package to different shelves. (Some packages 
have more than one lines in the ITEMatic machine.) 
4.2.2 TBB SLOTTING POLICIBS DESIGN POR TBB ITBMATIC 
SYSTEMS WITH 80MB BIG SIZB PACKAGES 
In Section 4.1, I discussed how the ITEMatic system 
designer modifies the system manually after running the 
slotting software. There are two disadvantages in the 
current method used by SI when they design the system with 
some big-size items. First, in this design process, 
manual judgment is necessary. Second, because of the 
modification, the Class-Based Storage Assignment rules 
cannot be accurately implemented. 
In order to avoid the disadvantages of the current 
design method indicated above, the software designer must 
design the locations for the big-size packages separately. 
This means that the slotting software must divide the 
assigned packages into two groups: the Big Size Package 
Group and the Normal Size Package Group, then assign them 
to the different areas of the ITEMatic machine~ In fact, 
the best way to increase the ITEMatic machine space 
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utilization is to reduce the number of big-size packages 
which are in the low hit rate classification. There are 
several rules that can be used to solve the slotting 
problem in this case: 
* For the purpose of dividing the packages into the two 
groups mentioned above, the big-size package must be 
well defined. (E.g. if the width, height, or depth of a 
particular package is larger than 10 inches, this 
package is a big-size package.) 
* The big-size packages with low hit rates should be 
excluded from the ITEMatic system. For better machine 
space utilization, the slotting software should 
eliminate the low hit rate packages from the ITEMatic 
system, especially when their sizes are big. 
* The big-size packages should be slotted to the lowest 
area of the machine. The purpose for this is to make it 
easier for the system operator to replenish the 
packages. 
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* Both package groups (Big size Package group and Normal 
Size Package group) should be slotted to the ITEMatic 
machine based on the Class-Based Storage Assignment 
rules. 
* The big-size packages should be slotted to each module 
evenly, illustrated in Figure 4.2. (Usually, there are 
four to six modules in one ITEMatic machine.) To be 
able to apply the Class-Based Storage Assignment rule 
accurately to both groups, the big-size packages must be 
slotted to each ITEMatic module evenly. 
* The ITEMatic machine space utilization should be 
maximized. 
. .. 
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where BBBBB are big sizes packages 
Figure 4.2 The Slotting Policies for the ITEMatic System 
with Some Big-size Packages 
4.2.3 THE SLOTTING POLICIES DESIGN FOR THE ITEMATIC 
SYSTEMS WITH HIGH TURNOVER DISTRIBUTION 
In A Simulation Model for Evaluating Control 
Algorithms of An Automated Storage/Retrieval System[lS], 
Linn and Wysk approved of the theoretical result of AS/R 
system analysis published by Graves, Hausman, and 
Schwarz[lS]-- Storage-Retrieval Interleaving in Automatic 
Warehousing Systems. They found that when the turnover 
distribution is very high, the different slotting policies 
do not make much difference in system efficiency • 
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In order to apply the concept shown above, the 
slotting software designer can define the high turnover 
distribution clearly and design an algorithm for this type 
of system. There are two rules the software designer must 
consider when designing the algorithm for this special 
case. 
* Define the high turnover distribution clearly. 
(Usually, 20/40 or higher is preferable). 
* The most important objective of a system with high 
turnover distribution is to get the highest machine 
space utilization. This rule is based on the fact that 
no slotting policies can be clearly superior in this 
• special case because the demands of the packages, 
assigned to the ITEMatic machine, are very uniformly 
distributed. This means that the locations of the 
packages in the ITEMatic machine do not influence the 
efficiency of this special case of the ITEMatic system. 
In this situation, the utilization of the ITEMatic 
machine becomes the most important factor. 
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4.2.4 TBB SLOTTING POLICIES DESIGN l'OR TBB NORMAL 
ITEMATIC SYSTEMS 
In the normal ITEMatic system design (the system with 
low turnover distribution, different sizes of packages, 
and without big size packages), the Class-Based Storage 
Assignment used by SI is the most appropriate method to 
solve the slotting problem. This method is studied by 
both Graves, Hausman & Schwarz[17] and Linn & Wysk[18]. 
The only problem in this case is that the shapes of each 
class should represent the difference of the picking head 
speeds in the x-direction and y-direction. Usually, the 
picking head speed in the x-direction is larger than that 
in they-direction. Therefore, in addition to the rule 
of the Class-Based Storage Assignment there is only one 
other rule that the software designer must follow. It is: 
* The shape of classes in Class-Based Storage Assignment 
should reflect the ratio of the speeds of the picking 
head in they-direction to the x-direction. This 
concept is illustrated in Figure 4.3. In this Figure, 
the ratio of 11d 11 to 11 d " must be equal to the speed of 
X p 
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the picking head in the x-diraction over that of the 
picking head in the "HOME to p'' direction. The equation 
is given below: 
where 
( 4 .1) 
dx is the distance between ''HOME'' and tt X '' • 
dp is the distance between "HOME" and "p". 
vx is the speed of the picking head in the 
x-direction. 
vp is the speed of the picking head in the "HOME 
top" direction. 
Eg. (4.1) insures that the times used for the picking 
head moving from "HOME'' to the points on the boundary of 
a particular class in Figure 4.3 are approximately 
equal . 
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Figure 4.3 The Slotting Policies for the Normal ITEMatic 
System 
4.3 SUMMARY 
The benefits of the slotting policies design are to 
save time and effort used in the ITEMatic design phase and 
increase the efficiencies of the ITEMatic system 
operation. However, it is necessary to check the 
efficiency of a particular ITEMatic system after running 
slotting software by running the cycle time calculation 
software which has been discussed before or the controller 
simulation used by SI currently. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this chapter, the conclusions of each part of the 
research and the recommendations for the future research 
are included. 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
5.1.1 FORECAST PROGRAM FOR SIZING SOPTWARB I 
In the first part of this research, the Double 
Exponential Smoothing model is used to solve the demand 
and hit rates problems in ITEMatic system design 
procedure. 
For running the forecast model accurately, it is 
necessary to establish the standard historical data files 
of inventory. If the number of data in the data file is 
big enough to calculate the deviations of the forecast 
errors accurately, the forecast program provides accurate 
forecast demand and hit rates information for the ITEMatic 
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ayatem designer. Thia information will make it easier for 
the system designer to anticipate the changing conditions 
of operating the ITEMatic system in the future. 
In this research, we assume the demand and hit rate 
changes follow a linear model. The seasonal changes 
cannot be shown in this forecast model. 
5.1.2 THEORETICAL CYCLE TIME CALCULATION 
The cycle time calculation is a tool used to evaluate 
efficiencies of the existing systems as well as storage 
policies for a new system in the design phase. The cycle 
time shows the material flow capacity of a particular 
system when all operations of the system are normal. The 
theoretical cycle time of a particular ITEMatic system is 
expected to be used for comparison with the theoretical 
cycle times of other ITEMatic systems which are designed 
for the same groups of packages but based on different 
design strategies. These comparisons will help the system 
designer evaluate the different slotting policies quickly, 
thus reducing the time and effort used for an ITEMatic 
system design. 
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However, the theoretical cycle time is baaed on 
certain assumptions, so the system operation must match 
the assumptions. In this research, the FCFS rule is uaed 
• 
for developing the cycle time program. Utilizing the FCFS 
, rule, the result of the theoretical cycle time calculation 
and that of the controller simulation cycle time 
calculation differ slightly. However, the theoretical 
cycle time program can get the cycle time values much 
quicker than ITEMatic system controller simulation. It is 
helpful to get the cycle time values quickly for the 
decision-making of slotting policies selection. 
5.1.3 THE SLOTTING POLICIES DESIGN FOR THE ITEMATIC 
SYSTEMS DESIGN 
The slotting policies design for ITEMatic system 
design develops the slotting rules for different cases of 
ITEMatic systems. The objectives of these policies are to 
reduce the design time and to increase efficiencies of the 
systems. According to these policies the software 
designer can develop the algorithms for slotting software. 
The ITEMatic system analyst can run the software to get 
the locations for the assigned packages and avoid making 
manual judgments. 
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There are aoma slotting policies (or models)-- such 
as Random Storage Assignment, Class-Based Storage 
Assignment, Full Turnover-based Storage Assignment, Shared 
Storage Policies, etc.-- which are applied for general 
AS/R systems. It should be mentioned that the ITEMatic 
systems are special cases of AS/R systems, and not all of 
the assumptions used in general AS/R systems can be used 
in the ITEMatic systems (especially since the automated 
storage mechanism is unavailable in the ITEMatic systems.) 
In this research, Random Policies are used for high 
turnover distribution system; Class-Based Policies are 
used for normal systems and those systems with some 
big-size packages; Full Turnover-Based policies are used 
for systems of which the packages are the same size. All 
of those policies are modified to suit the special 
conditions of a particular ITEMatic systems application. 
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE RESEARCH OF THE 
ITEMATIC SYSTEM 
There exist a large variety of additional research 
opportunities, which are related to the ITEMatic system 
design as well as ITEMatic system mechanism. Some of 
these are listed below: 
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* Iaprovinq aimulation aoftvar• for th• ITBMatic cycle 
time aimulation. Currently, the ITEMatic simulation is 
based on controller simulation. It is my belief that 
computer simulation is more accurate and efficient than 
the controller simulation. 
* Ways to improve the service rule applied in retrieval 
operations. currently, the picking head of the ITEMatic 
system serves the requests of retrieval based on the 
Closest Coordinate rule mentioned in Chapter 1. This 
may not be the best way to get highest retrieval 
efficiency. For implementing the shortest path rule 
accurately, many traveling salesman algorithms used to 
manage the queue of retrieval requests are available for 
further research in this area. The shortest path rule 
is the rule to solve the salesman problem. According to 
the rule, the salesman should visit all the locations 
that he wants via the shortest path. (Each location is 
visited only once.) Usually, the same concept can be 
used in AS/RS design. 
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* ••• aeabaniama to aake replenishment automatically. 
Manual replenishment is a principal constraint of the 
ITEMatic systems. If the replenishment operation could 
be automated, efficiencies of the ITEMatic systems would 
be increased. 
• New mechanisms to operate the picking head to serve two 
aisles simultaneously. This is the best way to increase 
the capacity of the ITEMatic systems. However, when the 
capacity of the systems is increased in this way, the 
replenishment operation and slotting policies must be 
modified at the same time. 
* Ways to modify the existing ITEMatic systems, when 
efficiency of the system is lower than that of standard. 
This implies that SI must develop the ITEMatic system 
maintenance software for their customers to monitor the 
operation of the system and modify the system by 
themselves. Increased flexibility is the trend of 
future manufacturing, therefore ITEMatic system design 
should have the ability to be modified. 
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APPENDIX A. SIZING sorTWARB PROGRAM 
APPENDIX A.1 THE PROCEDURE 0~ CALCULATION USED 
BY SI CURRENTLY 
Initial Freauencv and Movemen~ Determination 
-· 
Using·2·hiqhest·davs: 
For tiffs· = ··M""onda·y c1nd-Fri day 
For Picks = Monday and Wednesday 
Frequency= (Monday + Friday) 
f Hits Hits ) 
N Days + N Days } 
Moveme!1t = (Monday + Wednesday) 
( Picks . Picks 
(N Days + N Days 
Frequency= (60 + 45} 
{30 + 20) Moverr.ent = (750 + 392) { 30 + 30} 
Frequency = 2.10 hits/dav 
. - . . 
Movement= 19.03 picks/day 
. ' 
Apolication of Growth Factor 
Represenfitfve (r.equericy -("RF) = (Frequency) (1.00 + Growth Factor) 
. -. - . . . . 
RF =. (2.10) (1.00 + .30) 
RF - 2.73 
Where: . . .. . . - .... 
C,r = -30: (growth factor) 
._,, . -· . 
Representative Movement (RM) = (Movement). (1.00 + _Growth Factor) 
• 
Rl4 · = ( 19. 03) ( 1. nn + .-3a}. Where: 
· RM = 24.7¢· Cf = 30: { qr_owth factor) 
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I 
/ 
Calculate Lane Parameters 
Estab11sh1na Float 
Float = Float Hrs. (Representative Movement) Where: 
Shift Hrs. 
Float = 4. a · 
10.0 (24.74) 
Float a 9.90 (round up)• 10 
NOTE: Minimum .fl6it = 2 
· Estabiishing·Taroet ·~oQ 
.. 
• 
Float Hrs.• 4.0 
Shift Hrs. a 10.0 
. Target ROQ. = ROO Hrs. {Representative Movement) ~/here: 
Shi ft Hrs. 
Target ROQ - 10.0 (24 _74 ) 10.0 
Target ROQ = 24.74 (round up) = 25 
Determining Number of Full Cases in Taroet ROQ 
No. of full ·cases -= . Tarqet ROO (Case Quantity/Pack Size) 
No. of full cases - LS - {24/1) 
No. of fllll cases - 1.04 (round down) - 1 
ROQ Hrs. - 10. 0 
-Shift Hrs.·= 10.0 
V 
Target ROQ = tNo. of ful I cases) (Case 4uantity/Pack Size) 
Target ROQ - 1 (24/1) 
Target ROQ - 24 
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APPENDIX A.2 THI J'ORBCAST PROGDJI USID 
IN TBB ITBMATIC PROJBCT 
J 
PROGRAM FORECAST; 
• ARRAY [0 •• 100] OF REAL; 
TYPE 
LISTl 
LIST2 
PACKAGE 
NO, MAX 
DEM, HIT 
END; 
• ARRAY [1 .. 100] OF INTEGER; 
= RECORD 
VAR 
N, PAST, 
SAT, SH, 
!NP, OUT 
: INTEGER; 
: LIST2; 
CO, FT : INTEGER; 
FLH, FNFL: REAL; 
: TEXT; 
RHW, BHW, SATSTO 
PACK 
: REAL; 
: PACKAGE; 
FD, FH, FOL, FHL 
DE, HE, DEL, HEL 
AREA 
: REAL; 1 
: REAL; r I 
L, FP 
R, K, 
FDSU, 
FHSU, 
MODEL 
: ARRAY (1 .. 100] 
: INTEGER; 
FEDAT,RSAT, 
FDSQ, FDQU 
FHSQ, FHQU 
CON : REAL; 
: REAL; 
: REAL; 
: CHAR; 
PROCEDURE GETCONST; 
BEGIN 
WRITELN('PLEASE INPUT'); 
OF PACKAGE; 
WRITE(' 1. TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKAGES (IN INTEGER) : 
I ) i 
READLN(N); WRITELN; 
WRITE(' 2. NUMBER OF PERIODS TO BE FORECASTED (IN 
INTEGER) : 1 ) ; 
READLN(FT); WRITELN; 
WRITE(' 3. NUMBER OF HOURS PER SHIFT (IN REAL) : 
I ) i 
READLN (SH) ;WRITELN; 1 
WRITE ( 1 4 • NUMBER OF FLOAT HOURS PER SHifT ,( IN REAL) 
: I ) j ) /\ , 
READLN (FLH) ;WRITELN; ,, -\ 
WRITELN ( ' 5. THE PERCENTAGE OF CONFIDENCE - I ' , 
'(IN REAL NUMBER) : '); 
~ ' /a\ / 
<.J'~ 
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WRITELN; 
WRITELN(' 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN (' 
WRITELN (' 
**** IT IS FOR DEMAND RATE ONLY****'); 
PLEASE CHOOSE A NUMBER FROM:'); 
.1, .2, .3, .4, .5, .75, .9, .95, .975, 
.99, .995'); 
WRITELN; 
WRITE ( I ANS : ');READLN(RSAT); 
SAT:== 1 - RSAT; 
SATSTO := SAT; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN;WRITELN; 
WRITELN( I 
WRITELN;WRITELN; 
END; 
*** THINKING. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ***') ; 
PROCEDURE INIT(K: REAL;VAR RHW, BHW: REAL); 
VAR I, J : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
R :=2/(K+l); 
RHW := (1 - (1 - R) * (1 - R)); 
BHW := (R * R) / RHW; 
END; 
PROCEDURE READDATA; 
VAR I, J: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
I := O; J := O; 
WHILE NOT EOF(INP) DO 
BEGIN 
I := I + l; 
WITH AREA[!] DO 
BEGIN 
READLN (!NP, NO, MAX) ; 
IF J <= MAX THEN 
BEGIN 
WHILE NOT EOLN(INP) DO 
BEGIN 
J := J + l; 
READ(INP, DEM[J]); 
END; 
READLN ( INP) ; 
END; 
J := 0; 
IF J <= MAX THEN 
BEGIN 
WHILE NOT EOLN(INP) DO 
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BEGIN 
J :• J + l; 
READ(INP, HIT[J])I 
END; 
READLN(INP); 
END; 
J : = 0; 
END; 
END; 
END; (* READ DATA *) 
PROCEDURE DES(SOURCE: LIST2; RHW, BHW: REAL; CO, MAX: 
INTEGER; VAR FN, 
FEBEST, FNLAST, FELAST, FNSUG, FNQU, FNSQ, FNFL: REAL); 
VAR A, B, F, G: LISTl; 
I, J : INTEGER; 
V, X, W, FESTORE : REAL; 
P, AO, Al, BO, FE, HALF, SATFA : REAL; 
SUMl, SUM2, FV, AVG, K, ERROR: REAL; 
BEGIN 
AVG:= o.o; 
FEBEST := 1000.0; 
K ·- 0 5· • - • I 
FV := 0.0; 
J ·- 1· • - I 
FOR I:= 1 TO MAX DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE(OUT,SOURCE[I],' '); 
IF (J MOD 10) = 0 THEN WRITELN(OUT); 
IF I= PAST THEN 
BEGIN 
J := 0; 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT, 1 B. DATA FOR MODIFYINF LEVER AND TREND 
FACTORS:'); 
END; 
J := J + l; 
END; 
WRITELN(OUT); 
REPEAT 
INIT (K, RHW, BHW); 
FOR I:= 1 TO FP DO 
BEGIN 
A[IJ := o.o; 
B[IJ := o.o; 
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F[I] :• 0.01 
END; 
SUMl :• o.o; SUM2 :• o.o, 
P :=PAST* (PAST+ l); 
AO : zz 6 / P; 
Al:= 2 * (2 * PAST - 1) / P; 
BO:= 12 / (PAST* (PAST* PAST - l)); 
FOR I := 1 - PAST TOO DO 
BEGIN 
SUM!:= SUM!+ I* SOURCE(!+ PAST]; 
SUM2 := SUM2 +SOURCE(!+ PAST]; 
END; 
A[O] :=AO* SUM!+ Al* SUM2; 
B[O] :=BO* SUM!+ AO* SUM2; 
F [ 0] : = AO + BO ; 
G[O] := F[O]; 
FE:= SQR(SOURCE[PAST + l] - F[O]); 
AVG:= SOURCE[PAST + l]; 
FOR I := 1 TO FP DO 
BEGIN 
A[I] := RHW * SOURCE[I +PAST]+ (1 - RHW) * (A[I-1] + B[I 
- 1]) ; 
IF A[I] < 0.0 THEN 
A[I] := 0.0; 
B[I] := BHW * (A[I] - A[I - l]) + (1 - BHW) * B[I - l]; 
F[I] := A[I] + B[I]; 
IF F[I] < 0.0 THEN 
F[I] := 0.0; 
IF I+ PAST< MAX THEN 
BEGIN 
FE:= FE+ SQR(SOURCE[I + 1 + PAST] - F[I]); 
AVG:= AVG+ SOURCE[!+ 1 + PAST]; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
FE:= SQRT(FE / FP); 
AVG := AVG / FP; 
IF FE< FEBEST THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR I:= 0 TO FP DO 
G[I] := F[I]; 
FEBEST := FE; 
IF I= FP THEN 
BEGIN 
FN := o.o; 
FOR I:= 1 TO FT DO 
BEGIN 
FV := A[FP] + B[FP] * I; 
IF FV < 0.0 THEN 
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P'V :- o.o, 
FN :• FN + FV1 
END; 
FN :• FN / (FT - 2); 
FNLAST := A[FP] + B[FP] * FT1 
IF FNLAST < 0.0 THEN 
FNLAST :- o.o; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
K := K + 0.5; 
UNTIL ((K > 20.0) OR (FE> FEBEST)); 
ERROR:= FEBEST / AVG; 
IF ERROR> 0.15 THEN 
MODEL : = 'N ' ; 
IF CO= 2 THEN SAT:= 0.05; 
IF CO= 1 THEN SAT:= SATSTO; 
HALF:= SAT/ 2; 
CASE ROUND(HALF*lOOOO) OF 
4500 : SATFA := 0.126; 
4000 : SATFA := 0.253; 
3500 : SATFA := 0.385; 
3000 : SATFA := 0.524; 
2500 : SATFA := 0.674; 
1250: SATFA := 1.150; 
500 : SATFA := 1.645; 
250 : SATFA := 1.960; 
125 : SATFA := 2.241; 
50 : SATFA := 2.576; 
25 : SATFA := 2.807; 
END; 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
FEDAT := FEBEST;X :=FP; 
W := FP; W := W / 2.0; V := o.o; 
FOR I:= 0 TO (FP - 1) DO 
V := SQR(I - W) + V; 
FESTORE := FEBEST; 
FEBEST := o.o; 
FOR I:= (FP + 1) TO (FP + FT) DO 
FEBEST := SQRT(l + 1 / X + (SQR(I - W) / V)) * FESTORE * 
SATFA + FEBEST; 
FEBEST := FEBEST / FT; 
FNQU := FN + FEBEST; 
FNSQ := SQRT(FNQU) / (1 - SAT); 
FNSUG := FNQU + FNSQ; 
FNFL := FNSUG * FLH / SH; 
FNSUG := FNSUG + FNFL; 
IF CO= 2 THEN 
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BEGIN 
FNFL :• FNQU * FLH / SHI 
FNSUG :• FNQU + FNFLJ 
END; 
I:• FP + FT; 
FELAST :- o.o; 
FELAST :• SQRT(l + 1 / X + (SQR(I - W) / V)) * FESTORE * 
SATFA; 
WRITELN(OUT,' FORECASTING VALUES FOR DATA B: '); 
FOR I := 0 TO FP DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE(OUT, GI:8:2); 
IF ((I+l) MOD 10) • 0 THEN WRITELN(OUT); 
END; 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT, 'THE AVG. DEVIATION OF FORECAST ERROR IN 
HISTORICAL DATA: ', 
FEDAT:8:2); 
END; (* DES *) 
BEGIN 
GETCONST; 
ASSIGN(INP, 'ITEM.DAT'); 
ASSIGN(OUT, 'ITEM.OUT'); 
RESET(INP); 
REWRITE(OUT); 
READDATA; 
L := 1; 
WHILE L <= N DO 
WITH AREA[L] DO 
BEGIN 
(*MAIN*) 
FD:= 0.0; FH := 0.0; FDL := 0.0; FHL := o.o; 
DE:= o.o; HE:= o.o; DEL:= o.o; HEL := o.o; 
MODEL : = 'y I ; 
FDSU := o.o; FDQU := o.o; FDSQ := o.o; FNFL := o.o; 
FHSU := 0.0; FHQU := 0.0; FHSQ := o.o; 
PAST:= MAX DIV 4; 
FP := MAX - PAST; 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN ( OUT I ' NO : 
WRITELN(OUT,'DEMAND DATA 
WRITELN(OUT, 1 A. INITAL 
co:= 1; 
' I NO) ; 
: ' ) ; 
DEMAND DATA: 1 ) ; 
DES(DEM, RHW, BHW, CO, MAX, FD, DE, FDL, DEL, FDSU, 
FDQU, FDSQ, FNFL); 
IF MODEL= 'Y' THEN 
I 
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BEGIN 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WR! TE LN (OUT, ' THE FORECASTING DEMAND ON NEXT ' , 
FT, 'TH DAY : ' , FOL: 8 : 2) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,'THE DEVIATION OF THE FORECASTING DEMAND ERROR 
t , 
1 ON NEXT 1 , FT, 'TH DAY : ' , DEL: 8: 2) ; 
WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT,'THE AVG. FORECASTING DEMEND IN NEXT', 
FT, ' DAYS : ',FD:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT,'THE AVG. DEVIATION OF THE FORECASTING DEMAND 
t , 
'ERROR IN NEXT ',FT, 'DAYS: ',DE:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT); 
CON:= 1.0 - SAT; 
WRITELN(OUT, '********************************************* 
' I 
'*************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT,'********************************************* 
I 
I 
'*************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT, I 
**************************************' , 
'*****************'); 
WRITELN(OUT, ' THE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: ',NO); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT, 1 THE CONFIDENCE OF DEMAND BEFORE 
SAFETY I' 
' STOCK : ' , CON: 6: 4) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, ' 
**************************************' , 
'*****************'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, ' THE DEMAND RATE: ',FDQU:8:2); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, ' THE SAFTY STOCK FOR ONE SHIFT: ', 
FDSQ:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT, 1 THE FLOUT DEMAND: ', FNFL:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN (OUT, 1 TOTAL = 1 , FDSU: 8 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT,'********************************************' 
' '*************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT,'********************************************' 
I 
'*************************'); 
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WRITELN(OUT)JWRITELN(OUT)JWRITELN(OUT)1WRITELN(OUT)J 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT,'*******************************************', 
'************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT, '********************************************' 
I 
'************************'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,' THE FORECAST MODEL CAN NOT BE USED TO', 
'FORECAST DEMAND RATE OF THIS PACKAGE'); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT, '********************************************' 
I 
'*************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT, '********************************************* 
I 
I 
························••'); WRITELN(OUT); WRITELN(OUT); WRITELN(OUT); WRITELN(OUT); 
END; 
WRITELN{OUT,'HIT RATE DATA: '); 
WRITELN{OUT,' A. INITAL HIT RATE DATA:'); 
CO:= 2; MODEL:= 'Y'; 
DES{HIT, RHW, BHW, CO, MAX, FH, HE, FHL, HEL, FHSU, 
FHQU, FHSQ, FNFL); 
IF MODEL= 'Y' THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN{OUT,'THE FORECASTING HIT RATE ON NEXT', 
FT , 1 TH DAY : ' , FHL: 8 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,'THE DEVIATION OF FORECASTING', 
'HIT RATE ERROR ON NEXT ',FT,'TH DAY: ',HEL:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT,'THE AVG. FORECASTING HIT RATE IN NEXT', 
FT , ' DAYS : ' , FH : 8 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,'THE AVG. DEVIATION OF THE FORECASTING', 
'HIT RATE ERROR IN NEXT ',FT, 1 DAYS: ',HE:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT);WRITELN(OUT); 
CON:= 1.0 - SAT; 
WRITELN(OUT, '******************************************', 
'************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT, '******************************************', 
'************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT, 1 
**************************************', 
'******************'); 
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WRITELN (OUT, ' 
WRITELN (OUT); 
WRITELN (OUT, ' 
CON:6:4); 
WRITELN (OUT, ' 
THE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: ',NO); 
THE DEFAULT CONFIDENCE OF HIT RATE 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. , 
'*****************'): 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN (OUT, ' 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN (OUT, ' 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN (OUT, ' 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
THE HIT RATE: ',FHQU:8:2); 
THE FLOUT HIT RATE: ',FNFL:8:2); 
TOTAL: ', FHSU:8:2); 
• I . , 
WRITELN(OUT, '******************************************', 
'************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT, '******************************************', 
'************************'); ~ 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, '******************************************', 
'*************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT, '******************************************', 
'*************************'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,' THE FORECAST MODEL CAN NOT BE USED', 
'TO FORECAST THE HIT RATE OF THIS PACKAGE'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,'*****************************************', 
'*************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT,'*****************************************', 
'*************************'); 
END; 
WRITELN(OUT);WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT) ;WRI~LN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT);WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT); 
L := L + l; 
END; 
WRITELN( I 
CLOSE(INP); 
CLOSE(OUT); 
END. 
*** PLEASE SEE ITEM.OUT FILE***'); 
(* MAIN *) 
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APPBND~S B. CYCLB TIKB PROBLBMS 
\ 
APPENDIX B.1 TBB IT~MATIC MACHINE DATA USBD IN SI 
SIMULATION PACKAGE CURRENTLY 
• 
Attached are the latest Picking Head Travel Times for lines/order ccmbinaticr.s 
from 1 through 100 for 5 machine sizes. 
The tab1es are predicated on the following assumptions: 
. . 
1 .• 0 Rando~ slotting. 
. ' 
. 
. 2. 0 Predetennined picking sequence pattern . 
1.0 Th~ g~p time eGuals 4.7 seconds. During this interval, any 
for the picking h~ad to preposition to the first line of an 
considered as part of travel time. If the tirr.e required to 
to the first lir.e of an order exceeds 4.7 seconds, only the 
time required to reach the first line address is considered 
of travel t ir.1e. 
ti :»e r eq :.Ji red 
order isn't 
preposition 
incr-er.1ent2l 
as par~ 
4.0 Pick head acceleration/decElerJtion data: 
• 
5.0 
·5. 0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 
10.0 
· Pick head acceleration distance (X-direction) = 
Pick head acceleration dista~ce (Y-direction) = 
Pick head deceleraticn distance (X-dir~ction) = 
Pick head decele:--ation distance (Y-direction) -
·Pick head accel~ration ti~e (X-direction) = 
Pick head acceleration time (Y-direction) = 
Pick head deceleration ti~e (X-direction) = 
Pick head deceleration time (Y-direction) -
3.75 in·. 
1 . 00 in. 
5. 25 in .. 
1 . 00 ; n. 
.200 sec. 
• 200 sec. 
.250 sec. 
.200 sec. 
Data transmission ti~e eauals .20 seconds per line and is included in 
the travel times. An additior.~l .. 10 seconds per line is includ~d to . 
allo\:I time for the pick ,,,heel to engage the divider sproc~et\·1hen travel is complete. · · · 
Five machine sizes are used { 20 ft., 30 ft.·) 
T1t1enty-th10 1 ines/crd2r comtli nati ans 
10, 15, 20, ~5, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 
1_00) • . . 
·. - -~ 
are used as ~ase values (1, 3, 5, 
5~, 60, 65, 7.0, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 
• 
Values for other 1 ines/order combinations a~·e cfetermined by· 1 i~ea?"' inter-
po 1 a ti on ( i e, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 , . . . etc.). 
Travel times for e~ch li~es/order and machine 
over 200 simulation trials. 
Assumed picking head travel speeds: 
.x speed= 250 ft/min= 50 in/sec 
Y speed - 60 ft/min = 12 in/sec .. 
,. 
size combination are aver2aed 
.. 
• 
Table B.l Machine Data of the ITEMatic Picking Head 
Operations 
. 
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PICK SPEED ASSIGNMENT TABLE 
' 
• Pick Speed 
Initially Fine Adjust 
As~igned (if Required) 
Assigned Item 
Depth (Inches) 
Approximate Approximate 
Voltage Inches/Sec. 
1 0.5 - 1.0 1.73 0.87 
6 
2 
7 
3 
8 
4 
9 
5 
1.1 - 1.8 
1.9 - 2.5 
-
2.6 - 3.5 
3.6 - 10.0 
2.26 
2.78 
3.78 
4.78 
5.97 
7.17 
8.06 
8.96 
D • 
NOTE: Table values may vary with specific job applications. 
Table B.2 The Picking Head Assignment Table 
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1.13 
1.39 
1.89 
2.39 
2.99 
3.59 
4.03 
4.48 
I 
I 
&~PBIIDIZ B.2 TD CYCLB TIMB PROGR...~ 08BD IH 
TBB ITBMATIC PROJECT 
PROGRAM CYCLETIME; 
CONST 
PACKAGE• 200; 
TYPE 
LIST • ARRAY [l •• PACKAGE] OF REAL; 
VAR 
INP, OUT 
N 
GAPTIME, TRATIME, ENGTIME 
XDISACC, YDISACC, XDISDEC, YDISDEC 
XTIMACC, YTIMACC, XTIMDEC, YTIMDEC 
XSPEED, YSPEED, XSPACE, YSPACE 
TRAVETIME, LINE, RETIME, CYCTIME 
NO, XCO, YCO, XSP, YSP, DEM, HIT, 
MOTIME: LIST; 
CHECK, CONT, STOP 
XCOS, YCOS 
PS 
REAL; 
PROCEDURE !NIT; 
VAR 
I : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
TRAVETIME := o.o; 
FOR I:= 1 TO PACKAGE DO 
BEGIN 
: TEXT; 
: INTEGER; 
: REAL; 
: REAL; 
: REAL; 
: REAL; 
: REAL; 
DEP, FRE, TRAVE, QUN, 
: CHAR; 
: LIST; 
: ARRAY [1 •• 5,1 .. 2] OF 
NO [I] : = 0. 0; XCO [I] : = 0. 0; YCO [I] : = 0. 0; YSP [I] : = 0. 0; 
XSP [I] : = 0. 0; DEM [I] : = 0. 0; HIT [I] : = 0. 0; DEP [I] : = 
o.o; 
FRE[I] := 0.0; TRAVE[I] := o.o; QUN[I] := 0.0; MOTIME[I] 
:= 0.0; 
END; 
RETIME := o.o; 
END; 
PROCEDURE DEFAULT; 
BEGIN 
CHECK : = IN I ; 
CONT := 'C'; 
" 
• 
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STOP :• 'C' I 
GAPTIME :• 4.71 
TRATIME :• 0.20; 
ENGTIME :• 0.10; 
XDISACC :• 3.75; 
YDISACC :s 1.00; 
XDISDEC := 5.25; 
YDISDEC := 1.00; 
XTIMACC := 0.200; 
YTIMACC := 0.200; 
XTIMDEC := 0.250; 
YTIMDEC := 0.200; 
XSPEED := 50.0; 
YSPEED := 12.0; 
XSPACE := 0.355; 
YSPACE :== 1.00; 
PS [ 1 , 1 ] : = 0 • 8 7 ; 
PS[l,2] := 1.13; 
PS [ 2 , 1 ] : = 1 • 3 9 ; 
PS[2,2] := 1.89; 
PS[3,l] := 2.39; 
PS[3,2] := 2.99; 
PS [ 4, 1] : = 3. 59; 
PS[4,2] := 4.03; 
PS [ 5 , 1 ] : = 4 . 4 8 ; 
PS [ 5 , 2 ] : = 0 . 0 ; 
WRITELN ( 1 PLEASE INPUT : 1 ) ; 
WRITELN; 
WRITE ('HOW MANY LINES PER ORDER? (IN REAL) : '); 
READLN {LINE) ; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN {'DO YOU WANT TO CHECK OUT DEFAULTED ITEMATIC 
MACHINE DATO? '); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN ('CHOOSE ONE FROM: Y (YES) OR N (NO)'); 
WRITELN; 
WRITE ('ANS: '); 
READLN ( CHECK) ; 
WRITELN; WRITELN; 
IF (CHECK= 'Y') OR (CHECK= 'y') THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; 
WRITELN ('THE DEFAULTED DATA ARE: '); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN ('l. THE GAP TIME 
- ' 
- I 
GAPTIME:8:5,' SEC'); 
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WRITELN ( 1 2. PICK HEAD ACCELERATION/DECELERATION DATA: '); 
WRITELN (' A. PICK HEAD ACCELERATION DISTANCE 
(X-DIRECTION) • ', 
XDISACC:8:5,' INCHES'); 
WRITELN (' B. PICK HEAD ACCELERATION DISTANCE 
(Y-DIRECTION) • ', 
YDISACC:8:5,' INCHES'); 
WRITELN (' C. PICK HEAD DECELERATION DISTANCE 
(X-DIRECTION) ~ ', 
XDISDEC:8:5,' INCHES'); 
WRITELN ( 1 D. PICK HEAD DECELERATION DISTANCE 
CY-DIRECTION) = ', 
YDISDEC:8:5,' INCHES'); 
WRITELN ( 1 E. PICK HEAD ACCELERATION TIME 
(X-DIRECTION) = ', 
XTIMACC:8:5,' SEC'); 
WRITELN ( 1 F. PICK HEAD ACCELERATION TIME 
CY-DIRECTION) z ', 
YTIMACC:8:5,' SEC'); 
WRITELN ( 1 G. PICK HEAD DECELERATION TIME 
(X-DIRECTION) = ', 
XTIMDEC:8:5,' SEC'); 
WRITELN ( ' H. PICK HEAD DECELERATION TIME 
(Y-DIRECTION) = ', 
YTIMDEC:8:5,' SEC'); 
WRITELN ('3. DATA TRANSMISSION TIME 
- ' I 
TRATIME:8:5,' SEC'); 
WRITELN ( 1 4. TIME FOR THE PICK WHEEL TO ENGAGE THE DIVIDER 
SPROCKET = ' , 
ENGTIME:8:5,' SEC'); 
WRITELN ('5. ASSUMED PICKING HEAD TRAVEL SPEED:'); 
WRITELN (' A. X SPEED 
-
' I XSPEED:8:5,' (INCHES/ SEC)'); 
WRITELN ( 1 B. Y SPEED 
-
I 
I 
YSPEED:8:5,' 
WRITELN ( 1 6. 
WRITELN ( I 
I 
I 
(INCHES/ SEC)'); 
COORDIMATE UNIT: '); 
A. X SPACE 
XSPACE:8:5,' (INCHES/ UNIT)'); 
WRITELN ( ' B. Y SPACE 
' I YSPACE:8:5, 1 (INCHES/ UNIT)'); 
WRITELN;WRITELN;WRITELN; 
WRITELN (' ***** PLEASE TYPE ''C'' FOR CONTIUNE ***** 1 ) ; 
WRITELN; 
WRITE(' ANS: '); 
... 
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READLN (CONT) 1 
IF (CONT• 'C') OR (CONT• 'c') THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN1 WRITELN; 
WRITELN (' THE PICK SPEED DATA ARE: '); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN (' ASSIGNED ITEM DEPTH (INCHES) 
'PICK SPEED (INCHES/ SEC)'); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN (' 1. 0.5 - 1.0 
' , PS [ 1 , 1 ] : 5 : 2 , ' TO ' , 
PS [ 1 , 2 ] : 5 : 2 ) ; 
1.1 - 1.8 WRITELN ( ' 2. 
',PS[2,l]:5:2,' TO', 
PS [ 2 , 2 ] : 5 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN (' 3. 1.9 - 2.5 
' , PS [ 3 , 1 ] : 5 : 2 , ' TO ' , 
PS [ 3 , 2 ] : 5 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN ( ' 4. 2.6 - 3.5 
' , PS [ 4 , 1 ] : 5 : 2 , ' TO ' , 
PS [ 4 , 2 ] : 5 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN ( ' 5. 
' , PS [ 5 , 1 ] : 5 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN; WRITELN; 
3.6 - 10.0 
t 
' 
WRITELN ( '***** TYPE "C" FOR CONTINUE OR TYPE "N'' FOR 
GETTING AWAY FROM', 
'THIS PROGRAM*****'); 
WRITE ( I ANS : I ) ; 
READLN (STOP) ; 
END; 
END; 
IF (STOP= 'N') OR (STOP• 'n') THEN 
WRITELN 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; 
WRITELN (' ****** THINKING ••••••• ******* '); 
END; 
END; 
PROCEDURE READDATA; 
VAR I : INTEGER; 
SUMHIT: REAL; 
BEGIN 
I:= l; SUMHIT := o.o; 
WHILE NOT EOF(INP) DO 
BEGIN 
WHILE NOT EOLN(INP) DO 
,.,.... .,· 
,, 
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BEGIN 
N :• I; . 
READ (INP,NO[I], XCO[I], YCO[I], XSP[I], 
YSP[I], DEM[!], HIT[!], DEP[I]); 
QUN [ I] : = DEM [ I] / HIT [I] ; 
XCOS [I] : = XCO [I] ; YCOS [I] : • YCO [I] ; 
XCO[I] := (XCO[I] + XSP[I] / 2.0) * XSPACE; 
/ YCO(I] := (YCO[I] + YSP[I] / 2.0) * YSPACE; 
SUMHIT := SUMHIT + HIT[I]; 
I := I + l; 
END; 
READLN(INP); 
END; 
FOR I:= 1 TON DO 
FRE[I] := HIT[I] / SUMHIT; 
END; 
I 
PROCEDURE BEST ( XMAX, YMAX, RSIN, RCOS : REAL; 
VAR HIGHVALUE: REAL); 
VAR 
XTEMP, YTEMP, TANMAX, TANREAL : REAL; 
BEGIN 
TANMAX := YMAX / XMAX; 
IF RCOS = 0.0 THEN 
BEGIN 
YTEMP := YMAX; XTEMP :- o.o; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
,, 
TANREAL := RSIN / RCOS; 
IF TANREAL = TANMAX THEN 
BEGIN 
XTEMP := XMAX; 
YTEMP := YMAX; 
END; 
IF TANREAL > TANMAX THEN 
BEGIN 
YTEMP := YMAX; 
XTEMP := YMAX / TANREAL; 
END; 
IF TANREAL < TANMAX THEN 
BEGIN 
XTEMP := XMAX; 
YTEMP := XMAX * TANREAL; 
END; 
END; 
HIGHVALUE := SQRT((SQR{XTEMP)) + (SQR(YTEMP))); 
END; 
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PROCEDURE TRAVING (VAR TRAVETIME:REAL)I 
VAR 
RSIN, RCOS, SPEED, SPEEDACC, SPEEDDEC 
DISTANCE, XDIST, YDIST, DISCOUNTACC, DISCOUNTDEC 
SPEEDMAX, REALACCDIS, REALDECDIS, SUMRDISAD 
MOVETIME, ACCTIME, DECTIME, STATTIME 
I,J 
BEGIN 
SPEEDMAX :• SQRT(SQR(XSPEED) + SQR(YSPEED)); 
• REAL; • 
• REAL; • 
• REAL; • 
• REAL; • 
• INTEGER; • 
SPEEDACC :• SQRT(SQR(XDISACC / XTIMACC) + SQR(YDISACC / 
YTIMACC)); 
SPEEDDEC := SQRT(SQR(XDISDEC / XTIMDEC) + SQR(YDISDEC / 
YTIMDEC)); 
DISCOUNTACC := SPEEDACC / SPEEDMAX; 
DISCOUNTDEC := SPEEDDEC / SPEEDMAX; 
FOR I := 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
FOR J := 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
IF I<> J THEN 
BEGIN 
XDIST := ABS(XCO[I] - XCO[J]); YDIST := ABS(YCO[I] -
YCO[J]); 
DISTANCE := SQRT((SQR(XDIST) + (SQR(YDIST)))); 
RCOS := XDIST / DISTANCE; RSIN := YDIST / DISTANCE; 
BEST (XDISACC, YDISACC, RSIN, RCOS, REALACCDIS); 
BEST (XDISDEC, YDISDEC, RSIN, RCOS, REALDECDIS); 
BEST (XSPEED, YSPEED, RSIN, RCOS, SPEED); 
SUMRDISAD := REALACCDIS + REALDECDIS; 
ACCTIME := REALACCDIS / (DISCOUNTACC * SPEED); 
DECTIME := REALDECDIS / (DISCOUNTDEC * SPEED); 
IF SUMRDISAD = DISTANCE THEN 
MOVETIME := ACCTIME + DECTIME; 
IF SUMRDISAD > DISTANCE THEN 
MOVETIME := (ACCTIME + DECTIME) * (DISTANCE/ SUMRDISAD); 
IF SUMRDISAD < DISTANCE THEN 
MOVETIME := ACCTIME + DECTIME + ((DISTANCE - SUMRDISAD) / 
SPEED); 
MOTIME[I] := MOTIME[I] + MOVETIME; 
END; 
END; 
MOTIME[I] := MOTIME[I] / N; 
TRAVETIME := TRAVETIME + (MOTIME[I] * FRE[I]); 
END; 
TRAVETIME := TRAVETIME + TRATIME + ENGTIME; 
END; 
PROCEDURE RETRIVALTIME (VAR RETIME: REAL); 
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VAR 
RESPEED : REALI 
I : INTEGERI 
BEGIN 
RETIME :• 0.01 
FOR I:• 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
IF DEP[I] < 1.1 THEN 
RESPEED := (PS[l,1] + PS[l,2]) I 2; 
IF (DEP[I] >= 1.1) AND (DEP[I] THEN < 1.9) 
RESPEED := (PS[2,1] + PS[2,2]) I 2; 
IF (DEP[I] >= 1.9) AND (DEP[I] THEN < 2. 6) 
RESPEED := (PS[3,l] + PS[3,2]) I 2; 
IF (DEP[I] >= 2.6) AND (DEP[I] THEN < 3. 6) 
RESPEED := (PS[4,1] + PS[4,2]) 
IF (DEP[I] >3.6) THEN 
RES~EED := PS[5,1]; 
I 2; 
RETIME := RETIME + FRE[I] * QUN[I] * (DEP[I] / RESPEED); 
END; 
END; 
PROCEDURE PRINTOUT; 
VAR 
I : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN (OUT); 
\ 
WRITELN(OUT,' ***** THE DETAILED RESULE ARE: *****'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,'********************************************* 
***********', 
'*********************'); 
WRITELN(OUT,'********************************************* 
***********', ~ 
'*********************'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,' THE AVG. TRAVEL TIME PER LINE IS: ', 
TRAVETIME:8:2,' SEC'); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN(OUT,' THE AVG. RETRIEVAL TIME PER LINE IS: 
' I RETIME:8:2,' SEC'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,' THE AVG. NUMBER OF LINES PER ORDER IS 
. ' 
• I 
LINE:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN (OUT, ' 
• 
THE AVG. GAP TIME PER ORDER IS . ' 
• I 
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' ,, 
GAPTIME:8:2,' SEC')J 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN (OUT, 1 THE CYCLE TIME OF THIS SYSTEM IS : 1 , 
CYCTIME:8:2, 1 SEC'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••. , 
·······················>: WRITELN(OUT, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••. , 
·······················>; WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN{OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT);WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT); WRITELN(OUT); WRITELN(OUT); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,' ***** REFERENCE (PACKAGES DATA) *****'); 
WRITELN(OUT); WRITELN(OUT); WRITELN(OUT) ;WRITELN(OUT); 
{ FOR I:= 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(OUT, '*********••••••••••************************** 
******', 
'*******************************'); 
WRITELN (OUT) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, 'IDENTIFICATION NO. 
1 ,NOI:8:2); 
• 
• 
WRITELN(OUT, 'X-COORDINATE (START) : 
1 ,XCOSI:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT, 'Y-COORDINATE (START) : 
1 
, YCOS I: 8: 2) ; 
WRITELN(OUT,'X-SPACES 
1 ,XSPI:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT,'Y-SPACES 
1 ,YSPI:8:2); 
WRITELN(OUT,'DEMAND RATE 
1 
, DEMI : 8 : 2 ) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, 'HIT RATE 
' , HITI: 8: 2) ; 
WRITELN(OUT, 'DEPTH 
' , DEPI : 8 : 2 , 
'INCHES'); 
WRITELN (OUT); 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
WRITELN(OUT, '********************************************* 
******', 
'*******************************'); 
WRITELN(OUT);WRITELN(OUT);WRITELN(OUT); 
END;} 
END; 
BEGIN (*MAIN*) 
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ASSIGN (INP,'CYCLE1.DAT 1 )1 
ASSIGN (OUT, 'CYCLEl.OUT'); 
RESET (!NP); 
REWRITE (OUT); 
INIT; 
DEFAULT; 
IF (STOP• 'N') OR (STOP• 'n') THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRIT
ELN; WRITELN; 
WRITELN ('***** CHANGE DEFAULTED DATA 
IN "DEFAULT" 
PROCEDURE IF YOU', 
'WANT*****'); 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
READDATA; 
TRAVING (TRAVETIME); 
RETRIVALTIME (RETIME); 
• 
CYCTIME :=LINE* (TRAVETIME + RETIME) 
+ GAPTIME; 
PRINTOUT; 
WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; WRIT
ELN; WRITELN; WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN;WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITE
LN; WRITELN; WRITELN; 
WRITELN; WRITELN; 
WRITELN 
('**************************************
****************** 
****') ; 
WRITELN (I* 
* I ) i 
WRITELN ('* THE CYCLE TIME OF THIS SYSTEM
 IS: 
',CYCTIME:8:2,' SEC ', 
' * ' ) ; 
WRITELN (I* 
* I ) j 
WRITELN 
('**********************************************
********** 
**"!*I) j 
WRI'I'ELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN( 1 ***** PLEASE SEE ''CYCLEl
.OUT'' FILE FOR DETAIL 
*****'); 
CLOSE(INP); 
CLOSE(OUT); 
END; 
END. 
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